RESEARCH AMBASSADOR PROJECTS

Make Heidelberg University known by being a dynamic and active Research Ambassador – to the benefit of all, the university and you, the alumni.

➔ Personal Mentoring & Information

Research Ambassadors provide...
...personal guidance for young researchers by introducing Heidelberg as a research location and sharing their personal research experience in Heidelberg.
...support to young researchers coming from Heidelberg to their home university by staying in touch with them during their stay.
...informative material like posters, flyers, the intranet, the website, the newsletter and e-mails about Heidelberg University and its research opportunities.

➔ Trade Fairs & Exhibitions

Research Ambassadors advertise and generate interest for...
...the research locations Heidelberg and Germany at international trade fairs about education and research.
...Heidelberg University at events at their home university.

➔ Events & Activities

Research Ambassadors design...
...events and field trips from researchers for researchers either abroad or at Heidelberg University.
...informative sessions and brief presentations at university events to introduce research opportunities at Heidelberg University.
...conferences, jours fixes and workshops developed on basis of collaborations in Heidelberg.
Cooperation & Exchange

Research Ambassadors establish...
...new professional, national and university cooperations and exchange programmes between Heidelberg University and their home university.
...the further development of existing cooperations and support its initiators.
...existing or emerging HAI-Clubs through individual commitment and in cooperation with HAI.

Stay in touch with us – we are looking forward to your feedback and reports about your experiences as a Research Ambassador! Let us be a part of your Research Ambassador activities and e-mail us: research@alumni.uni-heidelberg.de

We very much appreciate your messages, photos, flyers and/or presentations.

Contact
In case you have further questions, comments or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us: research@alumni.uni-heidelberg.de or visit the HAI.net group “Research Alumni Network”.

Heidelberg Alumni International
Heidelberg University
Postal address: Seminarstr. 2, 69117 Heidelberg
Address: Marstallstr. 6, 69117 Heidelberg
Tel.: +49-(0)6221-19042
Fax: +49-(0)6221-19049
research@alumni.uni-heidelberg.de
http://www.alumni.uni-heidelberg.de/research.html